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CUSTOM MADE SEAT COVER
By placing this order you agree to Coverworld custom made seat cover
terms, click here to read them

ORDER DETAILS

VEHICLE DETAILS

Date of Order:

................................................................ Make:

EG: FORD
...........................................................................

Order Number:

................................................................ Model:

EG: FALCON
...........................................................................

* Order number is on your email confirmation
Contact Name:

EG: FG XR6
Class/Series: ..........................................................................

EG: 02/2010
................................................................ Month/Year: ..........................................................................

EG: SEDAN
Telephone Number: (........)..................................................... Body Type: ...........................................................................
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How to complete Custom Made Seat Cover Form

Identify your Style of Seat

Bucket Seats

Bucket & 3/4 Bench

Identify your Headrest Type

There are two common styles of Headrest. Adjustable and Integrated.
Adjustable Headrests can be moved, Integrated are built into the seat

Integrated Headrests

Centrefold Bench

Full Bench

Integrated Side Airbags

If you have integrated side airbags
then the seat covers will be made
airbag compatible.

Sports Seats & Side Bolsters
Sports style front seats can have
contoured edges.

Adjustable Headrests

Rear seats can have side bolsters

Identify your Seat split

Looking into the vehicle from the front determines the Split Ratio
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40

40

60

Gearstick Cut Outs

Looking into the vehicle from the front determines the Split Ratio

50

50

40

20

40

Vehicle Month and Date of Manufacture

If you are not sure of the month and year please check your car

Vehicle Series

The specific series of your vehicle can make a big difference
to the type / design seats that are installed, they change from
model to model so please check this.

Small Cut Out

Small Cut Out

If you need any further assistance please contact Coverworld for assistance.
Please complete pages 2 and 3 as below

Car Seat Covers FAQ
How does "Deploy Safe" work?
Deploy Safe seat covers are constructed using a computerised controlled stitching process and a specialised
thread that allows the side seams to split open upon deployment of an airbag.
For more information please refer to our Deploy Safe section on this website.
Have Deploy Safe seat covers been tested? Are the seat covers guaranteed to deploy?
Yes, Deploy Safe has been tested by a world wide recognised automobile testing laboratory that is headquartered in Australia and Europe. Deploy Safe products have passed all their tests.
After extensively testing this new technology, the manufacturer fully confident in its operation according to
world standards. Quality and safety issues are very important to Coverworld and the manufacturer.
Have Deploy Safe seat covers been tested on a car like mine?
The testing was done on a "test group" that took into account different seat sizes, different mechanisms of
integarted side airbags and different external factors such as weather, temperature etc. Deploy Safe was
tested on an integrated side airbag mechanism very similar to the one in your car seat.
My car dealer tells me not to put seat covers on my car as they may interfere with side airbag deployment, what should I do?
The covers have been tested these seat covers under special laboratory conditions and have been tested to
conform within vehicle manufacturers standards for integrated side airbag deployment.
Deploy Safe seat covers provide no interference with the time required for deployment of side airbags
according to vehicle manufacturers requirements. Deploy Safe seat covers are safe to use with integrated side
airbags as long as they are fitted correctly.
How long is the Deploy Safe guarantee valid?
The same time of guarantee of the operation for its Deploy Safe seat covers as on its normal range of seat
covers being from 1 to 5 years depending on the seat cover product. Please check your packaging for
guarantee details.
Will tampering with side seams void the warranty?
Yes, if the side seam splits for any reason it CANNOT be repaired. Any attempt to re-sew the seam may interfere with the integrated side airbag deployment. Discard the seat cover after any side airbag activation.
Incorrect fitting can prevent the seat airbag from inflating correctly in the event of a collision.
How do you keep track of time/usage?
Customers are asked to fill in a purchase registration form with details of their purchase and send it back to
Coverworld. The purchase registration form is included in every pack of Deploy Safe seat covers.
The purchase registration records your integrated side airbag compatible seat covers. Your registration will be
saved together with the production information of your individual seat covers. This data will be treated with
the strictest confidence and we will keep them on file for up to 5 years.
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Do I need to fill out the Deploy Safe purchase registration form and send it back to Coverworld?
No, the purchase registration form is not mandatory nor will it void any warranties. You do not have to fill it
out and send it back to Coverworld or the Manufacturer
The Purchase Registration records that you have been using integrated side airbag compatible seat covers.
The information is useful for you and for our records.
Should I be concerned about fitting Deploy Safe seat covers on the correct side of the seat?
A universal size 25 Deploy Safe, 30 Deploy Safe and Tailor Made Deploy Safe packs have universal opening
seams on BOTH sides of each seat cover. Each seat cover can be fitted on either driver or passenger seats.
However, Custom Made seat covers have universal opening seams on either left and/or right hand side of the
seat cover only. Thus fitting can only be done according to the predetermined sides.
Can I order Deploy Safe custom made seat covers in any fabric or sheepskin?
Yes, all our fabrics and sheepskin can be custom made using Deploy Safe Technology.
Is a universal size 25/60 available in the Deploy Safe range?
Yes, in 2014 we gradually started introducing size 25/60 in Deploy Safe across our fabric and sheepskin range.
Please contact our customer service department to determine if it is available in the fabric or sheepskin you
require.
My car does not seem to be in your Tailor Made range. Can you make an Esteem or Outback Tailor
Made Pack for my car?
No, the Esteem and Outback Tailor Made packs are manufactured overseas. Alternatively, we can custom
make seat covers in Esteem or Outback for your vehicle, but as they are custom made in Australia they are
charged at a different price. Please contact your nearest retailer to find out pricing.
Can I purchase an Esteem or Outback Tailor Made pack in another fabric style?
You can, however it will be a custom made order. Our Tailor Made packs are only available in their designated
material and colour. If you want seat covers to suit your vehicle in another material or colour then it would
need to be custom made.
I want to buy a Tailor Made pack but I don't need the rear seat cover. Can I just buy the front seat
covers?
The Tailor Made range of Esteem and Outback Canvas seat covers come in packs as sets of front/rear or
front/middle/rear (depending on the car configuration) and unfortunately cannot be separated.
My car is brand new. Do you have a Tailor Made pack available for it yet?
Tailor Made packs are mass produced and as such we are always looking to release packs for the most popular makes and models available for sale in Australia. Unfortunately, as there are many makes and models of
cars released in Australia each year, we are unable to release a Tailor Made pack for each and every model.
Tailor Made packs are available for the most common vehicles.
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I’m looking at a picture of an earlier model of my car in your Tailor Made packs range, and I’m sure that
the seats look the same as the ones in my latest model. Can I buy the Tailor Made pack for the earlier
model and use it in my car?
Often when vehicle manufacturers upgrade models of vehicles the seats look quite similar to the previous
model, but there can be slight changes to the dimensions of the seats, positioning of seat belts, positioning
of headrests and armrests, etc.
So, while the seats may look similar our Tailor Made seat cover packs have been tailor made to suit the model
listed on the packaging only.
I need my seat covers urgently. How long will they take to be Custom Made?
Once we confirm we have the pattern and all the correct details for your vehicle, allow up to 10 working days
for the seat covers to be manufactured.
If you need them in a hurry, we also have an Express Service for an additional cost, whereby the seat covers
are made within 5 working days.
How can I be sure that the Custom Made seat covers that I buy will fit my car perfectly?
By providing us with all the correct details such as the car make, model, month and year of manufacture and
seat configuration of your vehicle we are able to correctly choose the right pattern for the seat covers to suit
your vehicle. The more accurate information we have about your vehicle ensures that your seat covers will
be manufactured for a perfect fit.
What happens if the scustom made eat covers dont fit?
It is very infrequent to find a manufacturing defect with your custom made seat covers. If there is a
manufacturing defect then the error will be rectified with a replacement part or repair. A manufacturing
defect is not considered a major fault and does not mean that the seat covers can be returned for a full
refund. Note it is very uncommon to find manufacturing defects in your custom made seat covers.
My car is very old. Can you make car seat covers for my car?
Seat cover measurements and detailed patterns are available for most Australian vehicles dating back to
1967. Providing we have the measurements for your vehicle, we are able to Custom Make seat covers to suit
your car.
How do I know if I need a universal or custom made seat cover for my car?
Universal size front or rear car seat covers are made to fit the majority of vehicles available in Australia today.
Our universal seat covers are designed with price in mind for a quick fit option. Rear seats in today's late
model vehicles are becoming increasingly complex, with split fold backrests, armrest, and cup holders.
If you are after a perfect fit, we recommend our Custom Made service, where we can custom make seat
covers to suit your vehicle.
What’s the difference between Custom Made to order Seat Covers and Tailor Made Packs of Seat
Covers?
Ready Made Packs have been mass produced to suit the most popular vehicles, but have been pre-made
offshore. They are available "off the shelf" today. Custom Made to Order are made in Australia for your
vehicle
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Will a universal size 25 or 30 fit my front seats?
Universal size may fit your car depending on your front seats. However it will not fit as well as a custom made.
Can I wash or dry clean my seat covers?
Yes, simply follow the washing instructions which can be found on the labels inside the seat covers, on the
packagin
Washing Guide : Fabric Seat Covers
Wash separately on gentle cold cycle. Do not soak, bleach, wring or spin. Do not dry clean, do not iron.
Sheepskin Seat Covers
Hand wash with approved wool detergents. Do not soak for prolonged periods. Rinse and gentle spin (fleece
out). Dry naturally at room temperature away from direct heat, preferably flat in shaded area. While still damp
gently pull into shape and brush with a course stiff brush to restore pile. Do not iron. Specialist dry-cleaning
recommended.
How do I resolve warranty issues?
Any problems with workmanship, wear & tear and fitting should be presented to our address on the Sunshine Coast or via photos. If you are unable to provide photos or come to our business address on the
Sunshine Coast then the seat covers will need to be retruend for inspection and evaluation. We will then
contact the Manufacturer about any warranty issues.
Further Deploy Safe Information : The secrets to the Deploy Safe airbag safe seat covers are:
Proven Technology
Deploy Safe uses a special stitching technique which is designed to allow the seat cover side seams to break
open upon deployment of an airbag. This is similar technology used by vehicle manufacturers in their integrated seat airbags.
Overall Stitching
The Deploy Safe stitching is used on both side seams of all universal size 25 and 30 Deploy Safe seat covers.
Integrated side airbags will always deploy regardless of where and how the integrated side airbag and any
seat covers are fitted.
Specialised Computerised Sewing Machines
Specialised fully computerised sewing machines are used to manufacture all Deploy Safe seat covers.
Manufacturing Standards
The highest manufacturing standards are used and strictly controlled including the thread thickness,
strength, length and tension of each stitch.
Quality Assurance
Only if all the Deploy Safe strict manufacturing quality parameters are passed will the stitching machine
produce a unique verification barcode and number that records the exact date and time of manufacture.
Quality Control Barcodes
Two individual quality control verification barcode stickers are sewn into the left and right side seams of each
each universal size 25 and 30 Deploy Safe seat covers and Tailor Made Esteem and Outback Deploy Safe
packs and only on the driver and passenger side respectively for custom made Deploy Safe seat covers to
verify that it has passed the strict quality control standards. Duplicates of the quality control verification
barcode stickers are also provided and sewn into the seat cover for Purchase Registration purposes.

SAFETY INFORMATION FOR VEHICLES WITH
INTEGRATED SIDE AIRBAGS:
Correct initial fitting and securing of Deploy Safe seat cover on the
vehicle is essential to guarantee the safety of the user.
Incorrect fitting can prevent the seat airbag from inflating correctly
in the event of a collision.
When fitting Deploy Safe seat cover proceed as follows:
* Seat covers have Deploy Safe seams on both left and right hand side of each seat cover to
permit fitting on either front seat.
* Driver and passenger seats must be mounted in the correct positions.
Seat covers that have slipped must be repositioned. If this is no longer possible because of
advanced wear the cover must be removed and replaced.
* Do not tamper with the opening side seam of the seat cover.
* Regularly inspect seat covers for wear, damage and seat cover misalignment.
* Adjust alignment if seat cover twists or moves from its original central aligned position.
* If the side seam splits for any reason it CANNOT be repaired. Any attempt to re-sew the seam
may interfere with the integrated side airbag deployment.
* Discard seat cover after side airbag activation.

* Airbag deployment must never be compromised by the incorrect
fitting of car seat covers.
Deploy Safe Seat covers are
designed to allow the side seams to
split open upon deployment of an
airbag as they are constructed
using a computer controlled
stitching process and a specialised
thread.
Deploy Safe seat covers are
suitable for vehicles with or without
integrated side airbags.
WARNING: Do not fit seat covers
without side airbag allowance to
seats with integrated side airbags.

Fitting Instructions for Universal Front Seat Covers
For size 25/60 seat covers (seats with an integrated
or non-adjustable headrest)
1. Lace the seat cover over the back of the seat and pull down firmly,
straightening the cover for a tight snug fit.
2. Push the centre straps through between the seat base and backrest
so they can be tied underneath the seat.
3. Pull the base cover over the base of the seat and straighten to ensure
a neat, snug fit.
4. Run the straps on the outside of the seat cover base and tuck in
behind the plastic side cover of the seat and bring it under the seat just
above the seat rail.
5. The seat cover is held in place by the straps. Fasten all straps to each
other or to the underside of the seat.

For size 30/50 seat covers (seats with a separate/adjustable headrest)
1. Remove the headrest from the seat completely. Some headrests have
a button located under the headrest. Push the button in and pull the
headrest upwards to remove it. Other vehicles will have a pin that
needs to be pushed out to allow the headrest to be removed.
2. Fit the headrest cover over the headrest and fasten the velcro straps together. Do not refit the
headrest to the seat just yet, keep on the side.
3. Place the seat cover over the back of the seat and pull down firmly, straightening the cover for
a tight snug fit.
4. Push the centre straps through between the seat base and backrest so they can be tied underneath the seat. Where there is carpet on the back of the seat restricting access through the seat,
push the ties through the corner of the seat back and base.
5. Pull the base cover over the base of the seat and straighten to ensure a neat, snug fit.
6. Run the straps on the outside of the seat cover base and tuck in behind the plastic side cover
of the seat and bring it under the seat just above the seat rail.
7. The seat cover is held in place by the straps. Fasten all straps to each other or to the underside
of the seat.
8. Once the seat cover is fitted correctly, refit the headrest to the seat and push down so that the
headrest retracts to its original position.

Fitting Instructions for Universal Rear Seat Covers
For size 06/08 seat covers
1. Remove the base of the rear seat by pulling upwards. Some pressure may be
required. A clip under the seat on each side should release. The base can then be
removed.
2. Remove the backrest part of the seat by applying upward pressure from the
bottom of the backrest and the seat will slide upwards, releasing itself from the
clips that hold the backrest in place. The entire backrest will now be able to be
removed.
3. Fit the seat cover base to the base of the seat and fasten all straps together for a
tight fit.
4. Fit the seat cover backrest to the backrest of the seat and fasten all straps together for a tight fit.
5. Refit the backrest into the vehicle. There should be two hooks protruding from
behind where the backrest is to be positioned. Once the backrest is in place apply
pressure from the top of the seat in a downwards motion. The backrest will now be
secured by the hooks and should hold firmly in place.
6. Refit the base of the seat into the vehicle. Once in place apply pressure to the
forward part of the seat base so that it clips back into position. Some pressure may
be required.

For size 06H/08H seat covers
1. Remove any headrests from the rear seat. Some headrests have a button located
under the headrest. Push the button in and pull the headrest upwards to remove
completely. Other vehicles will have a pin that needs to be pushed out to allow the
headrest to be removed.
2. Fit the headrest cover over the headrest and fasten the velcro straps together. Do
not refit the headrest to the seat just yet, keep on the side.
3. Remove the base of the rear seat by pulling upwards. Some pressure may be
required. A clip under the seat on each side should release. The base can then be
removed.
4. Remove the backrest part of the seat by applying upward pressure from the bottom of the backrest
and the seat will slide upwards, releasing itself from the clips that hold the backrest in place. The entire
backrest will now be able to be removed.
5. Fit the seat cover base to the base of the seat and fasten all straps together for a tight fit.
Fit the seat cover backrest to the backrest of the seat and fasten all straps together for a tight fit.
5. Refit the backrest into the vehicle. There should be two hooks protruding from behind where the
backrest is to be positioned. Once the backrest is in place apply pressure from the top of the seat in a
downwards motion. The backrest will now be secured by the hooks and should hold firmly in place.
6. Refit the base of the seat into the vehicle. Once in place apply pressure to the forward part of the
seat base so that it clips back into position. Some pressure may be required.
Once the back seat is firmly secured refit the headrests into position and push the headrests down to
their full downward position.
WARNING: These seat covers are not suitable for vehicles where airbags are contained within the
seat. Do not fit seat covers without side airbag allowance to seats with integrated side airbags.

Fitting Instructions Custom Made Front Seat Covers
Fitting Instructions for Custom Made Front
Bucket Seats
1. Place the seat cover over the back of the seat and pull down
firmly, straightening the cover for a tight snug fit.
2. Remove the headrest from the seat completely. Some headrests
have a button located under the headrest. Push the button in and
pull the headrest upwards to remove it. Other vehicles will have a
pin that needs to be pushed out to allow the headrest to be
removed. Fit the headrest cover over the headrest and fasten the
fabric ties together. Do not refit the headrest to the seat just yet,
keep on the side.
3. Place the seat cover over the back of the seat and pull down
firmly, straightening the cover for a tight snug fit. If your seat has
any armrest, feed the armrest through the cutout provided on the
seat cover.
4. Push the centre ties through between the seat base and backrest so they can be tied underneath the seat. Where there is
carpet on the back of the seat restricting access through the seat,
push the ties through the corner of the seat back and base.
5. Pull the base cover over the base of the seat and straighten to
ensure a neat, snug fit.
6. Run the ties on the outside of the seat cover base and tuck in
behind the plastic side cover of the seat and bring it under the
seat just above the seat rail.
7. The seat cover is held in place by the ties. Fasten all ties to each other.
Once the seat cover is fitted correctly, refit the headrest (if applicable) to the seat and push down
so that the headrest retracts to its original position. If your seat has any armrest, place cover over
armrest and fasten ties
It is essential to read the Airbag Information before installing seat covers to seats with
Integrated Side Airbags

IMPORTANT : READ AIRBAG INFORMATION

Fitting Instructions Custom Made Middle Seat Covers
Fitting Instructions for Custom Made Middle
Seat
1. Remove the headrest (if applicable) from the seat completely. Some headrests have a button located under the headrest.
Push the button in and pull the headrest upwards to remove
it. Other vehicles will have a pin that needs to be pushed out
to allow the headrest to be removed.
2. Fit the headrest cover over the headrest and tie the ties
together. Do not refit the headrest to the seat just yet, keep on
the side.
3. For the backrest, tilt any split section forward to enable the
seat cover to be fitted to the backrest part of the seat.
4. If no split section is present, tilt the entire backrest forward
to enable easy fitting of the seat cover.
5. Fit the seat cover over the back of the seat and pull down
firmly, straightening the cover for a tight snug fit.
6. Push the centre ties through between the seat cushion at
the base of the seat back, so they can be tied on the other
side. Where there is carpet on the back of the seat restricting
access through the seat, push the ties through the corner of
the seat back and base.
7. Tie up all the ties under the seat backrest while the seat is
tilted forward.
8. Put the seat cover base over the base of the seat. Straighten to ensure a neat, snug fit.
9. Run the ties on the outside of the seat cover base, positioning the ties so that they can be tied
up under the seat base from the sides and from front to back.
10. Once all ties are securely tied, fold the seat backrest back to its original position.
If your vehicle has a centre armrest/centre console, fit the armrest cover over the armrest and tie
the ties together.
11. Once the seat cover is fitted correctly, refit the headrests (if applicable) into position and
push the headrests down to their full downward position.
WARNING: These seat covers are not suitable for vehicles where airbags are contained
within the seat unless the seat covers have been specifically tailored for the vehicle using
Deploy Safe technology. Do not fit seat covers without side airbag allowance to seats with

IMPORTANT : READ AIRBAG INFORMATION

Fitting Instructions Custom Made Rear or 3rd Row
Fitting Instructions for Custom Made Rear
Seat or 3rd Row
1. Remove the headrest (if applicable) from the seat completely. Some headrests have a button located under the headrest.
Push the button in and pull the headrest upwards to remove
it. Other vehicles will have a pin that needs to be pushed out
to allow the headrest to be removed.
2. Fit the headrest cover over the headrest and tie the ties
together. Do not refit the headrest to the seat just yet, keep on
the side.
3. For the backrest, tilt any split section forward to enable the
seat cover to be fitted to the backrest part of the seat.
4. If no split section is present, tilt the entire backrest forward
to enable easy fitting of the seat cover.
5. Fit the seat cover over the back of the seat and pull down
firmly, straightening the cover for a tight snug fit.
6. Push the centre ties through between the seat cushion at
the base of the seat back, so they can be tied on the other
side. Where there is carpet on the back of the seat restricting
access through the seat, push the ties through the corner of
the seat back and base.
7. Tie up all the ties under the seat backrest while the seat is
tilted forward.
8. Put the seat cover base over the base of the seat. Straighten to ensure a n
neat,
snug
eat,, sn
nug fit.
9. Run the ties on the outside of the seat cover base, positioning the ties so that they can be tied
up under the seat base from the sides and from front to back.
10. Once all ties are securely tied, fold the seat backrest back to its original position.
If your vehicle has a centre armrest/centre console, fit the armrest cover over the armrest and tie
the ties together.
11. Once the seat cover is fitted correctly, refit the headrests (if applicable) into position and
push the headrests down to their full downward position.
WARNING: These seat covers are not suitable for vehicles where airbags are contained
within the seat unless the seat covers have been specifically tailored for the vehicle using
Deploy Safe technology. Do not fit seat covers without side airbag allowance to seats with
integrated side airbags. - READ AIRBAG INFORMATION
Note: Some rear seat or 3rd rows can be completely removed from a vehicle by removing the base of the
rear seat by pulling upwards. Some pressure may be required. A clip under the seat on each side should
release. The base can then be removed. Remove the backrest part of the seat by applying upward pressure
from the bottom of the backrest and the seat will slide upwards, releasing itself from the clips that hold the
backrest in place. The entire backrest will now be able to be removed.

